
BODY BLENDZ LAUNCHES TWO NEW
BEAUTY PRODUCTS WITH MISS UNIVERSE
AUSTRALIA AND TAHAN LEW FATT.
Body Blendz Australia has announced Miss Universe Australia contestant Tahan Lew

Fatt as the Australian ambassador and face of new Body Blendz Cream Shimmer Scrubs.

Australian beauty brand Body Blendz has launched 2 new cream shimmer scrubs in

partnership with Miss Universe Australia . The new Sugar-Coco scrub and a Coconut-

Coffee scrub are an Australian made, all natural, vegan scrub which exfoliates and moisturises

the skin leaving a beautiful, glowing, dewy shimmer.

Tahan Lew Fatt, Big Brother Australia 2013 2nd runner up and Miss Universe Australia

contestant has been announced as the Ambassador of Body Blendz and the face of the Cream

Shimmer Scrubs in partnership with Miss Universe Australia.



Doubling as a face scrub and body scrub, Body Blendz Cream Shimmer Scrubs are

jam-packed with natural ingredients, rich in vitamins and minerals and suitable for all skin

types. The launch of the Cream Shimmer Scrubs comes perfectly in time for spring,

ensuring that all beauty babes are rocking their glowing skin during the warmer seasons.

Passionate about creating high-quality and effective beauty products, Body Blendz formulated

their Cream Shimmer Scrubs for maximum impact with ingredients such as:  Australian

White Clay - perfect for balancing stressed and sensitive skin, Castor Seed Oil - helps in

treating pigmentation and preventing blemishes, Macadamia Oil - promotes young soft skin

whilst helping to heal scars and sunburns, and many other high-quality ingredients with proven

results.

Since 2014, Body Blendz has created beauty products to satisfy all five senses and deliver real

results while being environmentally friendly. The company is recognised internationally with

increasing cult status and big-name celebrity ambassadors including Blac Chyna and Nicole

Williams with more announced later in the year.

Body Blendz Cream Shimmer Scrubs will be available online and exclusively in Chemist

Warehouse from September 15.



ABOUT DXD AGENCY

We're a Hype Machine.

We put brands in the hands of influencers and media in Australia, and the World.
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